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QUESTION 1

The following SAS program is submitted: 

proc format 

value score 1 - 50 = `Fail\\' 

51 - 100 = `Pass\\'; 

run; 

proc report data = work.courses nowd; 

column exam; 

define exam / display format = score.; 

run; 

The variable EXAM has a value of 50.5. 

How will the EXAM variable value be displayed in the REPORT procedure output? 

A. Fail 

B. Pass 

C. 50.5 

D. .(missing numeric value) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Unless specified, which variables and data values are used to calculate statistics in the MEANS procedure? 

A. non-missing numeric variable values only 

B. missing numeric variable values and non-missing numeric variable values only 

C. nun-missing character variables and nun-missing numeric variable values only 

D. missing character variables, nun-missing character variables, missing numeric variable values, and nun-missing
numeric variable values 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 3

A raw data record is shown below: 

07Jan2002 

Which one of the following in formats would read this value and store it as a SAS date value? 

A. date9. 

B. dmonyy9. 

C. ddMMMyy9. 

D. ddmmmyyyy9. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

In the following SAS program, the input data files are sorted by the NAMES variable: 

libname temp SAS-data-library\\'; 

data temp.sales; 

merge temp.sales 

work.receipt; 

by names; 

run; 

Which one of the following results occurs when this program is submitted? 

A. The program executes successfully and a temporary SAS data set is created. 

B. The program executes successfully and a permanent SAS data set is created. 

C. The program fails execution because the same SAS data set is referenced for both read and write operations. 

D. The program fails execution because the SAS data sets on the MERGE statement are in two different libraries. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

The following SAS program is submitted; 

data work.month; date = put(\\'13mar2000\\'d,ddmmw10.); run; 

Which one of the following represents the type and length of the variable DATE in the output data set? 
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A. numeric, 8 bytes 

B. numeric, 10bytes 

C. character, 8 bytes 

D. character, 10 bytes 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 6

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data work.new; 

length word $7; 

amount = 4; 

if amount = 4 then word = `FOUR\\'; 

else if amount = 7 then word = `SEVEN\\'; 

else word = `NONE!!!\\'; 

amount = 7; 

run; 

Which one of the following represents the values of the AMOUNT and WORD variables? 

A. amount word 7 FOUR 

B. amount word 7 FOUR 

C. amount word 4 FOUR 

D. amount word 4 " " 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 7

The SAS data set named WORK.TEST is listed below: 

Which one of the following SAS programs created this data set? 

A. data work.test; capacity= 150; if 100 le capacity le 200 then airplanetype = `Large\\' and staff = 10; else airplanetype
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= `Small\\' and staff = 5; run; 

B. data work.test capacity= 150; if 100 le capacity le 200 then do; airplanetype = `Large\\'; staff= 10; end; else do;
airplanetype = `Small\\'; staff = 5; end; run; 

C. data work.test; capacity = 150; if 100 le capacity le 200 then do; airplanetype = `Large\\'; staff = 10; else do;
airplanetype = `Small\\'; airplanetype = `Small\\'; staff = 5; end; run; 

D. data work.test;D.data work.test capacity = 150; if 100 le capacity le 200 then; airplanetype = `Small\\'; airplanetype =
`Small\\'; staff = 5; else; airplanetype = `Large\\'; airplanetype = `Large\\'; staff= 10; run; 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 8

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data work.products; 

Product_Number = 5461; 

Item = `1001\\'; 

Item_Reference = ltem||\\'/\\'IlProduct_Number; run; 

Which one of the following is the value of the variable ITEM_REFERENCE in the output data set? 

A. 1001/5461 

B. 1001/ 5461 

C. . (missing numeric value) 

D. The value can not be determined as the program fails to execute due to errors. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

The contents of the raw data file PRODUCT are listed below: 

----I----10---I----20---I----30 

24613 $25.31 

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data inventory; infile `product\\'; input idnum 5. @10 price; run; 

Which one of the following is the value of the PRICE variable? 
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A. 25.31 

B. $25.31 

C. . (missing numeric value) 

D. No value is stored as the program fails to execute due to errors. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data work.month; d ate = input(\\'13mar2000\\',date9.); run; 

Which one of the following represents the type and length of the variable DATE in the output data set? 

A. numeric, 8 bytes 

B. numeric, 9 bytes 

C. character, 8 bytes 

D. character, 9 bytes 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data work.test; 

set work.staff (keep = jansales febsales marsales); array diff_sales{3} difsales1 - ditsales3; 

array monthly{3} jansales febsales marsales; 

run; 

Which one of the following represents the new variables that are created? 

A. JANSALES, FEBSALES and MARSALES 

B. MONTHLY1, MONTHLY2 and MONTHLY3 

C. DIFSALES1, DIFSALES2 and DIFSALES3 

D. DIFF_SALES1, DIFF_SALES2 and DIFF_SALES3 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 12

The following SAS DATA step is submitted: 

data sasdata.atlanta 

sasdata.boston 

work.portland work.phoenix; 

set company.prdsales; 

if region = `NE\\' then output boston; 

if region = `SE\\' then output atlanta; 

if region = `SW\\' then output phoenix; 

if region = `NW\\' then output portland; 

run; 

Which one of the following is true regarding the output data sets? 

A. No library references are required. 

B. The data sets listed on all the IF statements require a library reference. 

C. The data sets listed in the last two IF statements require a library reference. 

D. The data sets listed in the first two IF statements require a library reference. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 13

The following SAS program is submitted:data work.passengers; 

data work.passengers; 

if OrigPassengers = then 

OrigPassengers = 100; 

TransPassengers = 100; 

OrigPassengers = .; 

NonPaying = 10; 

TotalPassengers = OrigPassengers + TransPassengers; run; 

Which one of the following is the value of the TOTALPASSENGERS variable in the output data set? 
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A. 100 

B. 110 

C. 200 

D. (missing numeric value) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 14

A raw data record is listed below: 

----|----10----|----20----|----30 

Printing 750 

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data bonus; 

infile `file-specification\\'; 

input dept $ 1-11 number 13-15; 

 

run; 

Which one of the following SAS statements completes the program and results in a value of `Printing 750\\' for the
DEPARTMENT variable? 

A. department = trim(dept) II number; 

B. department = dept II input(number,3.); 

C. department = trim(dept) II put(number,3.); 

D. department = input(dept,11.) II input(number,3.); 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

The following SAS program is submitted: 

data work.sets; 

do until (prod gt 6); 
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prod + 1; 

end; 

run; 

Which one of the following is the value of the variable PROD in the output data set? 

A. 5 

B. 6 

C. 7 

D. 6 

Correct Answer: C 
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